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A wind-tunnel investigation has been made to determine the aero- 
dynamic characteristics of a ting+nacelle combination at high subsonic 
speeds. The model consisted of a jet-engine nacelle in combination with 
s.;.zp;$n$ the leading edge swept back 37.25' and having an aspect 

The naoelle was mounted on the lower surface of the 
wing with ihe'air inlet slightly behind the wing leading edge and normal 
to the nacelle axis. 

. Lift, drag, pitching-moment, and rmecovery data are presented for 
the wing-nacelle combirmtion for Mach numbers from 0.18 to 0.92 at a 
constant Reynolds number of 2,OOO,OOO. Surface pressure data are pre- 
sented for Mach numbers near that of drag divergence. 

The addition of the nacelle to the wing was found to have little 
effect on the lift and pitching-moment characteristics of the wing. At 
lift coefficients between -0.1 and 0.4, the drag-divergence Mach number 
of the wing-nacelle combination was about 0.01 or less lower in value 
than that of the wing alone. The reduction of. flow through the nacelle 
to zero slightly inCreaS8d the drag at Mach numbers below that of drag 
divergence, but had little effect on the Mach number of drag divergence. 

. 

At moderate positive angles of attack, the ram-recovery ratio at 
a station 4 percent of the nacelle length behind the nacelle inlet 
increased from approximately 0.97 at a Mach Juzmber of 0.18 to approx- 
imately 0.99 at a Mach number of 0.92. The inlet--velocity ratios cor- 
responding to these razn-recovery ratio8 were 0.9 and 0.6, respectively. 
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The effect8 of a nacelle on the aerodynamic characteristics of a 
swept-back wing haV8 been the subject of a series of tests at the Ames 
Laboratory. Investigations were rmde of various wi~elle co&Ma- 
tions in which the wing had a leading-edge sweepback of 37.25' and an 
aspect ratio of 6.04. 

In the lnltfal phase of the program, low-speed teats as reported 
in reference lwere directed at finding the most favorable position 
on the wing for mountFng a nacelle represented by a solid ellipsoidal 
body. The position selected on the basis of low interference velocities 
in the junctures was that with the nose of the nacelle near the leading 
edge of the wing. Further low-speed tests, reported in reference 2, 
we?e conducted on nacelles mounted in this position to determine a sat- 
isfactory inlet shape for a jet-engine nacelle with tnternal flow. The 
best ram-recovery characteristics were obtained with the air fnlet 
normal to the air stresm and with the nacelle mounted on the lower 
surface of the wing at an inboard station. 

The secod. phase.of the progrszn consieted of tests up to Mgh 
subsonic Mach mmibers. Results of teats of the wing alon were pre- 
sented in reference 3. A body of revolution, sfmilar to the ellip 
soidalbody used in the low-speed teats but having a more streamlined 
afterbody shape, WLEI tested both alone and mounted at an inboard 
station on the lower surface of the wing. The results of these tests 
were reported in reference 4. 

In the investigation of the present report, the wi~celle corn- 
bfnation determined to be most promising from the data of refereme 2 
was tested in the Ames l24oot pressure wind tunnel up to high subsanic 
speeds. The nacelle was mounted on the lower surface of the wing at 
the 31-percen~emispanantationwith the afrinletslightlybehindthe 
wing leading edge andnormalto the nacelle axis. Internal+Plow char- 
acteristics are presented along with the force, moment, and surface 
pressure data. 
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cm pitohingaoment coefficient about the quarter point of the mean 

. aerodpamio chord itching moment 
s&a > 

H arithmetic average of the total preeraure at a given station in 
nacelle duct, pou.nd~ per square foot 
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free-stream total pressure, pound8 per *qUare foot 
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lift-to-drag ratio 

drag-divergence Mach nmiber r the free-stream Maoh number at 

which 

free-etream Mach number 

looal pressure coefficient -P 
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Reynolds mmiber 

semispan wing area, square feet 

average velocity at the station of minimum nacelle-inlet axea, 
feet per second 

free-+&ream velouity, feet per second 

inlet-velocity ratio 

wing semispan, measured normalto the plane of symmetry, fe.et 

local wing ohord, meamred parallel to the plane of symmetry, feet 

mean aerociynandc chord feet 

local static pref38ure, pounds per square foot 

free-stream etatic preseure, pounds per square foot 

free-stream dynamio pressure , pounds per square foot 

perpendicular distance from the plane of symmetry to a point on 
the wing, feet 
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a 

au 

IJ / 

PO 

angle of attack, degrees 

uncorrected angle of attack, degrees 

ooefficient of visoosity, slugs per foo-tiseoond 

free-stream mass density, slugs per cubic foot 

The model King had a leading-edge sweepback of 37.25', an aspect 
ratio of 6.04, a taper ratio of 0.5, no geometric twist, and the NACA 
641-212 section normal to the quarter-chord line. A sketch of the plan 
form of the wi -nacelle 

7 
combination is shown 3.n figure 1. The model 

nacelle was a 1 6-stale representation of a naoelle designed to house a 
jet engine having a diameter of 39 inches. The nacelle nose and forebody 
had a shape approximately that of the NACA l+cries nose inlet. Complete 
design details are given in reference 2, and a control line drawing 
adapted therefrom is presented in figure 2 of this report. 

The nacelle was mounted on the lower surface of the wing at the 
31-peroent-eemispan station with the plane of the nacelle inlet normal 
to the nacelle axis and 10 percent of the chord behind the wing leading 
edge. For the oondition of zero inlet velocity a faired tail plug, as 
shown dotted in figure 1, was used to stop the flow of air through the_ 
nacelle duct. 

Chordwiee rows of pressure orifioes were located on the upper and 
lower surfaces of the wing at the four spanwise stations indicated in 
figure landalso along the 4C-percent-ahord Une at approximately 
&noh intervals. In addition, pressure orifices were located in the 
wing-nacelle junctures, along the upper and lower nacelle meridians, 
and over the lip of the inlet. 

The model was mounted in the wind tunnel as shown in figure 3 with 
the floor of the tunnel serving aa a reflection plane. The balanoe 
system was connected directly to the turntable upon which the model was 
mounted. Pressures were measured by means of multiple-tube manometers, 
the readings of which were recorded photographioally. 

.- 

TESTS 

Measurements of total and s-ta'tio pressures in the naoelle inlet and 
in the tail pipe, and of the total lift, drag, and pitching moment were 
made at a constant Reynolds number of.2,000,000 for Maoh nmibers from 
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0.18 to 0.92. The angle of attack was varied from-8O to 160 at a Mach 
number of 0.18 and from A0 to the highest angle obtainable at higher 
Mach numbers, the range being limited by model strength and tunnel power. 
Surfaae pressures were measured at selected Mach numbers near that for 
drag divergence. The lnodelwas tested with the air flowing through the 
nacelle and also with the air duct olosed with the faired.tail plug. 

In order that the rarosecovery ratio of the inlet could be computed, 
the total pressures in the duct were measured with the rake installed 
4 peroent of the nacelle length behind'the inlet. A rake of total- and 
static-pressure tubes installed in the tail pipe was used to measure the 
pressures required for the aomputation of the inlet-velocity ratio by 
the method of reference 5. The values of inlet+velocity ratio are based 
on the area of 8.12 square inches at the station of minimum nacelle-inlet 
area. 

Tunnel-wall constriction effects on the Mach number and the dynamic 
pressure were evaluated by the method of reference 6. Although this 
method is intended to apply only to full-span models located centrally 
in the tunnel, it was used as a reasonable estimate of the constriction 
effects. The following table indicates the magnitude of the corrections 
applied to the Mach number and the dynamia pressure: 

Corrected Uncorrected 
Corrected q. 

Maoh number Mach mx&er Uncorrected q, 

0.400 0.399 1.004 
:E $2 1.009 1.006 

-850 
-900 :E: 

1.012 
1.018 

-920 . . go1 1.021 

. 

Corrections for tunnel-wall interference were evaluated by the 
method of referenoe 7, modified slightly to account for the sweep of 
thewing. The interfereme was taken into account by increasing the 
measured angle of attack an amount 0.489 C-L, and by increasing the 
measured drag coefficient an amount O.OOm k2. No correction was 
applied to the pitohing-nmoment data. 

. 
A tare oorrection to the drag data, made neaessary because of the 

flow over the exposed surfaoe of the turntable, was measu;red with the 
model removed from the tunnel. The correction, in ooefficient form, had 
a constant value of 0.0036, which was subtracted from the measured drag 
coefficient. 
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The internal drag due to flow through the naoelle was computed bg 
the method disoussed in referenoe 8, utilizing the total end static 
pressures measured with the rake in the tail pipe. The internal drag 
coefficient was eubtracted from the measured drag aoeffiaient corrected I 
for tare drag andtunnel-wall interferenueto give the externaldrsg 
coeffioient. For moderate angles of attaok, the internal drag ooef- 
ficient varied from 0.0016 at a Mach number of 0.18 to 0.0006 at a Mach 
nuder of 0.92 and was affeated only slightly by ohanges in the angle 
of attack. 

RESULTS AND DISG'GSSION 

General 

3 

As noted previously, the model was tested with and without flow 
through-the nacelle. For the condition with flow, the inlet-velocity 
ratio varied with Mach number and angle of attack a8 shown in figure 4. 
This flow condition is designated as V1/Vo = 0.9 to 0.6 in figures 5 
to 15. .- 

. 
Foroe and Moment Charaateristias 

The lift, drag, and pitahimment oharaateristiae of the wing- 
nacelle oonibinationwith flow through the nacelle are presented in 
figure 5. Also shown in this figure are the data for the wing alone 
from referenoe 3. Figure 5(c) includes, in addition, the drag data for 
the wing-naoelle aambination~with no flow through the nacelle. The 
variation with Mach number of the aerodynamio characteristios of the 
ting-aaoelle.ooxtibination are presented in figures 6, 7, 8, and 9. The 
variation with lift coeffioient of the drag-dlvergenae Maah nuxriber of 
the wing-nacelle oombination is shown in figure 10. In figures XL and 12 
are shown the variations with Mach number of the maximum lift-to-drag 
ratio, the lift coeffioient for maximum lift4o-drag ratio, and the 
minimum drag ooefficient. 

From an examination of figurea 5 and 7, it is evident that there 
was little change in the lift oharaoteristics of the wing due to the 
addition of the nacelle. The pitching-mama nt data reveal that the 
addition of the nacelle resulted in a slight rearwar d shift of the 
aerodynamic center at zero lift, and in more positive values of the 
pitching moment for zero lift at all Mach numbers. . 

The variation with Mach number of the drag coefficient of the 
wing-llacelle combination for several lift aoefficients is presented in 
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figure 8. In figure 8(b) it may be seen that, with no flow through the 
nacelle, the drag coefficient was generally greater than that with flow, 
the greatest inorease oocurring at negative values of the lift ooef- 
fioient. 

The variation with Mach number of the incremental drag coeffioient 
is presented in figure 9. The inuremental drag coefficient is defined 
as the increase in the external drag aoefficient due to the addition of 
the nacelle. It may be observed that, prior to drag divergence, the 
incremental drag coefficient increased a greater 8llbouzlt at lift coef- 
fiaients of 4.2 and.0 than at lift coefficients of 0.2 and 0.4. In 
figure 10, it may be noted that the drag-divergence Mach numbers of 
the wing+nacelle combination in the range of lift coefficients from 
-0.1 to 0.4 were only about 0.01 or less lower in value than those of 
thewingalone. Moreover, the reduction of internal flow through the 
nacelle to zero apparently had a benefioial effect on the drag-divergence 
Mach numbers for lift coeffioients from -0.1 to 0.4. 

A method was indicated in reference 2 in which the effect of the 
nacelle on the drag-divergenoe Mach m&&r of the wing oould be esti- 
matedfromlow-epeeddata. The method was based upon the comparison of 
predicted critical Mach nunihers of the wing and wing-nacelle combi- 
nation at the crest points of various spanwise stations. The ores-t 
point is defined as the point at which the surface is tangent to the 
direction of the free stream. It was aonoluded in reference 2 that for 
the wing--naoelle combination of the present report no reduction of the 
drag4ivergenoe Mach number would result from the addition of the 
nacelle, and that varying the inlet-velocity ratio would have little 
effect on the drag-divergence Mach nuniber., These oonclusions ere sub- 
stantially in agreement with the results of the present test. 

In figure U, the variations with Mach rnn&er of the maxkmnn lift- 
to-drag ratio and the lift coefficient for maximum lift-to-drag ratio 
are comwed with similar data for the wing alone. The reduotion of the 
maximum lift&+drag ratio due to the addition of the naoelle amounted 
to approximately 33 percent at a Mach number of 0.18, but was smaller 
at the higher Mach numbers. Below the Mach nuniber of drag divergence, 
the minkmu~ drag of the wing was increased between 50 and 90 percent 
due to the addition of the nacelle. 

Ekternal Pressure Distribution 

The pressure changes at high subsonic speeds aaused by the addi- 
tion of the nacelle to the wing are illustrated by the diagrams 
showing lines of aonstant pressure coefficient, or isobars, presented 
in figure 13. Data for the wing alone and for the wing-naoelle aozibi- 
nation with and without air flow through the nacelle are shown for angles 
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of attack of O" and 4O at Mach numbers just below those for drag 
divergence. In order to provide a reference line from whioh to gauge 
the differences in the pressure distribution for the three configurations, 
the crest line, defined-as the locus of crest points on the wing, is 
indicated on the isobar diagrams. The crest line has the added signifi- 
oanoe of being the dividing line between the positive and negative aon- 
tributions of surface pressures to the preesure drag of the wing. I 

Figure 13(a) shows that for an angle of attaok of O" the addition 

. 

of the nacelle to the wing considerably distorted the isobars in the region 
of the nacelle. A aomparison of the pressure coefficients on the upper 
surface indicates that the effect of the nacelle was to make the pressure 
coefficients less negative over the wing at the station of the nacelle 
aenter line while making them more negative over the outer semispan. On 
the lower surface, the pressure coeffioients beaame more negative with the 
addition of the nacelle, partiaularly in the region of the nacelle junc- 
tures and of the lip of-the nacelle inlet on the lawer'nacelle meridian. 
Reduction of the Inle-Gvelocity ratio from 0.64 to 0 oreated a small area 
of large negative pressure coefficients over the forward portion af the 
lower inboard naaelle juncture, but otherwise had little effect on the 
pressures over.either the upper or lower- surface. 

Figure 13(b) shows that at an angle of attack of 4' the pressure 
changes due to the addition of the nacelle were similar to those at an 
angle of attack of O" with the exception that the pressure coefficients on 
the upper surface ahead of the nacelle became more negative. The pressure 
coeffioients in the lower junctures were considerably less negative at 
this angle. of attaak than at an angle of attack of O". The reduction of 
inlet-velocity ratio from 0.68 to 0 oaused the pressure ooefficients to 
become more negative near the nacelle inlet on both the upper and the lower 
surfaces. 

Inlet and Internal Flow Characterietics 

The distribution of the static pressure coefficient at several posi- 
tions inside the nacelle inlet is presented in figure 14. At a Mach number 
of 0.18, the most negative pressure coefficients were found to exist at the 
position nearest the wing root with separation apparently taking place at 
an angle of.attack of l2O. The separated region appears to have extended 
over a large portion of the lip at an angle of attack of 160. At higher 
Mach nuzibera it oan be seen that the lowest pressures continued to exist 
at this inlet position nearest the wing root, although separation did not 
occur within the angle-of+attaak range of the investigation. 

In figure 15, the variation of the rem-recovery ratio with Mach number 
at a station 4 percent of the nacelle length behind the inlet is presented '. 
for angles of attack of O", 4O, and 8O. The ram-recovery ratio increased 
from 0.97 at a Mach number of 0.18 to 0.99 at a Mach number of 0.92. 
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Wind-tie1 tests at Mach numbers up to 0.92 have been conducted cm 
a wingacelle combination at a constant Reynolds nmiber of 2,000,OOO. 

' Theraodelcmsistedofa je%enginenacellemounted on the lower surface 
of a wing havFng the leading edge swept back 37.25O. The results of a 
comparisonwithsimilardataforthewingalonemaybe s uxuoarized as 
follows: 

1. Addition of the nacelle to the wing had little effect on the 
Uftandpitch Mnt- characteristics of the wing. The aerodynamic 
center at zero lift was moved slightly rearward and the pietching moment 
was increased positively at all Mach numbers. 

2. Addition of the nacelle with Internal flow reduced the drag- 
divergence Mach number approximately 0.01 or less for Uft coefficients 
between -0.1 and 0.4. The reduction of inlet-velocity ratio to zero 
increased the drag at Mach numbers below that for drag divergence, but 
had little effect CQ the drag-divergence Mach number. 

3. Ln the angle+f+ttack range from O" to ho, the recovery 
ratio at a statfon 4 percent of the nacelle length behInd the nacelle ' 
Inlet was found to increase from approximately 0.97 to 0.99 as the Mach 
number was increased from 0.18 to 0.92. The correspmding change in 
inlet--velocity ratio was from 0.9 to 0.6. 

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Moffett Field, Calif. 
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(a) Lower three-quarter front view. (b) Upper tbrewpwter rear view. 

hrigure 3.- Model of thewingendmoellemounted intheAme8 l2ieootpressucwxi~tunn& 
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